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Question for written answer E-005593/2014 

to the Commission 
Rule 117 

Iñaki Irazabalbeitia Fernández (Verts/ALE) 

Subject: Construction of the A-76 motorway through Ribeira Sacra (Galicia), a Natura 2000 site 

On 14 August 2013, the Spanish Ministry of Public Works published in Spain’s Official Gazette the 
project to construct the A-76 motorway between Ponferrada and Ourense. The environmental impact 
assessment for the project was approved in February 2014. 

The Platform against the A-76 motorway’s passage through Ribeira Sacra has been created in the 
municipality of Nogueira de Ramuín (Ourense, Galicia). Ribeira Sacra is a natural area which forms 
part of a particularly fragile landscape. Its candidacy for recognition as a UNESCO World Heritage Site 
is currently being prepared. This unnecessary, high-impact project flies in the face of this protection 
initiative and seems to be only motivated by self-serving financial interests rather than public ones, as 
alternative transport routes already exist.  

The people of the municipality of Nogueira de Ramuín are faced with a total lack of protection, support 
and information and are at the complete mercy of the local, provincial, Galician and Spanish 
authorities. The Platform has already received support from many organisations throughout Galicia, 
including the Bloque Nacionalista Galego (BNG), which has forwarded the complaint to those 
parliaments in which it is represented and which I represent in this Parliament. 

The project will affect the Canon do Sil site of Community interest (SCI) ES1120014, which is also a 
Specially Protected Area of Natural Value, and several populated areas. It involves the construction of 
a tunnel cutting through a village and threatens the fragile environmental balance of this Natura 200 
site, which is unique in Europe. The neighbourhood has not been informed about the project. 

Could the Commission say whether this project is to receive ERDF funding? Could the Commission 
say whether it will open an infringement procedure against Spain for seeking to damage an area with 
dual environmental protection which is covered by the EU itself through the Natura 2000 Network? 

 


